COMMITTEE SEEKS MORE DURABLE TIE
Silk and Wool Mixture Makes New Cloth Practically Unreasceable

(Continued from Page 1) too, will be on a pay with those new ties. Next by giving the man two materials to choose from, the Committee feels that greater satisfaction will result. This tie is especially recommended for those who live in the north.

The Committee feels that greater satisfaction will be given to the new tie by the men. In the north, the radio net comprised the sole method of communication from several locations around the town, the radio net comprised the only means of communication from the outside world for several days until the station was operated by the Alexandra station.

Four fixed stations handled the most traffic. They were located on the north and south sides of the town, at the latter called letters 1 XV, letters 2 XV, letters 3 XV, and letters 4 XV. The Flats station directed by G. A. Mackin- and was the fourth was composed of the third floor of the Flats. The mobile station was operated by Cap and Brody. Communication was established on a wavelength of 80 meters at every point at which the portable equipment was set up, the fixed stations handled great deal of traffic between themselves and stations from 20 to 30 miles away. With this communication, the town learned to depend upon the mail and the mail was carried by the mailmen.

Swimming Team plans to hold its first meeting Monday of every month and dinner meeting the third Tuesday of every month. Mr. Phillips, College Secretary for New York, was the principle speaker at this meeting. Mr. Phillips received a resolution of the University Hour.

DELIVERIES IN GREATER BOSTON

FROM THE STETSON COAL COMPANY

Never a flavor in the Edgeworth flavor

BUY IT AT YOUR LOCAL STORE

THE ATHLETE'S FRIEND

It's strenuous business for the college athlete with his work and at the same time get the sleep he needs. Many have discovered a way to do it. They use a Remington Portable for all their writing. It helps them get better marks and heighten the efficiency of the legible type. Easy Payments.

Ships to any address.

Cheaper than Remington. Portable is the smallest, lightest, most compact and most depend-able portable with standard keyboard. Weights only 3 pounds. Remington Portable case only 4 inches high.